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Introdution 3AbstratIn this thesis the dynamis and ontrol of a tailless airraft model is investigated.The airraft is designed and manufatured at the Division of Flight Dynamisat KTH, where all experiments with the model are performed in a low-speedwind tunnel. Both steady and unsteady aerodynami harateristis are studiedusing di�erent test tehniques.In ontrast to onventional airraft, a tailless design is not straightforwardto ontrol in all degrees of freedom, in partiular, lateral ontrol has to beahieved using non-onventional methods. The design onsidered in this thesishas four ontrol surfaes whih are loated in pairs next to eah other on thetrailing edge of eah wing. Hene, the ontrol de�etions in yaw have to besuperimposed with the ontrol surfaes used for pith and roll. The main fousof this work is to study the e�etiveness of these ontrol surfaes, espeially inthe yaw degree of freedom, where the use of split �aps is investigated.It is found that the yaw moment response to the split �ap de�etion ishighly nonlinear and that the airraft is unstable in pith and yaw for lowangles of attak. A simple ontrol system an handle these instabilities whenontrol surfae e�etiveness is available in a limited angle of attak and sidesliprange. A method to ontrol the airraft for moderate sideslip angles is derivedfrom a state spae model and tested in the wind tunnel. However, a disturbanean lead to a ondition where ontrol surfae authority is lost and the airraftdeparts. In that ase, it is important to regain ontrol and a normal �ightondition to save the airraft. For this reason a reovery strategy is investigatedexperimentally for the yaw degree of freedom.
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Introdution 9IntrodutionTo determine the beginning of aviation is not easy onsidering the variousde�nitions of a �ying vehile and the numerous �rst �ight attempts made inhistory. However, it an be stated that it begun with the ommon dream toenable airborne �ight, if only for a few seonds. In the early days, the designand ontrol of an airraft was the main di�ulty, but today, it an be seenthat the fundamentals of ontrol have been solved several deades ago. A lot ofprogress in performane of airraft has been made during the 20th entury andover the years many di�erent airraft onepts have been put to the test. Amongthem was the �ying wing onept, where the Horten brothers [1℄, Geo�rey Hilland John K. Northrop had great suess in the 1920's to 1940's. Some of theirtailless airraft are shown in Figure 1. Their aim was to redue the drag to beable to �y longer distanes or faster. However, the handling qualities from thepilots point of view were not the best due to lak of diretional stability andontrol di�ulties. Also, publi aeptane of the �ying wing onept was slowompared to airraft whih had a tail setion omprising a �n and stabilizer [2℄.
Figure 1: The Ho II, the Westland Pterodatyl Mk. IA and the Northrop N9M.The appearane of onventional airraft, i.e. a tube-like fuselage with at-tahed wings and tail, has not hanged muh during the last 50 years, though,a lot more has happened on the inside. In partiular, the handling qualitiesfor pilots have been improved and safety systems to automatially ontrol air-raft are evolving. The progress in ontrol system design has, therefore, madeit possible to ontrol unonventional airraft with less pilot e�ort. Hene, thepossibility to design airraft for speial purposes has inreased, and here, thetailless airraft onept has beome viable again. For instane a low radar signa-ture an be ahieved due to the lak of a tail, whih is of importane in militaryoperations. In reent years, environmental and eonomi issues have lead tothe need to improve fuel-e�ieny. Hene, the idea from the 1930's to reduedrag by removing the tail setion has emerged for ivil airraft use. A blended



10 G. Stenfeltwing body airraft onept, see Figure 2, is urrently being studied by Boeingand NASA and both �ight tests and steady as well as unsteady wind tunnel testshave been suessfully performed [3, 4, 5℄.
Figure 2: The X-48B blended wing body (ourtesy of NASA).Control law design for modern airraft relies on results from both steadyand unsteady aerodynami investigations, whih are gathered in an aerodynamidatabase. Both wind tunnel measurements and omputational �uid dynamisare used in ombination for these studies. The aerodynami database for trans-port airraft in operation today rarely overs the entire �ight envelope, and mostof the fatal aidents our due to loss-of-ontrol [6℄. An illustration of how a-ident �ight data exeeds the typial tested �ight envelope for transport airraftis shown in Figure 3. By disovering airraft harateristis at all �ight ondi-tions prior to full-sale �ight, methods to both resist departure and to reoverfrom loss-of-ontrol an be investigated and inluded in both pilot training andontrol law design [7℄. As a result, rew, passengers and airraft an be saved.

Figure 3: Tested vs. real �ight onditions for typial transport airraft, (the�gure appears in [6℄ and is used with permission of NASA).



Introdution 11Control and stabilityAn airraft has to be ontrolled about its three axis, namely pith, roll and yaw,see the notation presented in Figure 4. Here, V is the airspeed with a diretion,tangent to the �ight path. For the tailless airraft on�guration studied inthis thesis, four ontrol surfaes are loated on the trailing edge of the wing.For pith ontrol, all ontrol surfaes are de�eted in the same diretion as aonventional elevator. Roll ontrol is ahieved by either de�eting one or twoontrol surfaes up on one wing and symmetrially down on the other wing.Due to the lak of vertial ontrol surfaes, yaw ontrol or diretional ontrol istaken are of by de�eting ontrol surfaes on only one wing, where one ontrolsurfae moves up and the other down. This reates drag on that wing, leadingto a yaw moment in the same diretion as the wing with de�eted ontrolsurfaes. In this thesis, this de�etion is alled split �aps. The same expressionis ommonly used for two �aps whih split in opposite diretions at an equalspan-wise position.
xRoll

yPith
z

Yaw Control surfaes
V

Figure 4: Axes notation.All together, the ontrol surfaes orresponding to elevator, aileron and split�ap are ombined and have to be superimposed. For example, ontrol surfaeauthority in yaw and roll is expeted to be redued in a �ight ondition wherelarge elevator de�etions are needed. In this work, analysis of ontrol surfaee�etiveness is studied separately for the pith, roll and yaw degree of freedom.Pith and roll harateristis are overed in Paper A, while yaw ontrol is thesubjet of Paper C and Paper D. High angle of attak and high sideslip ontrolsurfae e�etiveness is overed in Paper E and Paper F.



12 G. StenfeltStati stabilityWhen a pilot lets go of the ontrols in a level �ight ondition, a statially stableairraft tends to ontinue on its level �ight path. Also, when it is subjeted toa small disturbane by the atmosphere or by the pilot, the airraft returns tosteady state �ight onditions. Stati stability refers to how moments reated byaerodynami fores and weight in�uene an airraft in equilibrium. A restoringmoment is required for stability and a ertain amount of stati stability isneessary for good handling qualities [8, 9℄.Longitudinal stability If pith stability exists, the airraft moves bak to itsoriginal position after having been subjeted to a hange in angle of attak,
α. The de�nition of longitudinal stati stability, aording to [8℄, is givenby Cmα = ∂Cm/∂α < 0, where Cm is the pith moment oe�ient aboutthe enter of gravity. It is ommon to refer to the stati margin for de�ningstability [10℄. The stati margin is the nondimensional distane between thepoint at whih the pith moment is independent of the angle of attak (neutralpoint) and the enter of gravity. A enter of gravity in front of the neutral pointleads to a stable airraft and a positive stati margin [11, 10℄. For the onept ofstati margin to be useful, a linear response in the pith moment with respetto angle of attak has to exist.Lateral stability When a laterally stable airraft is perturbed in roll or in yaw,it will return to level and straight �ight onditions. The de�nition for stati yawstability with the oordinate system shown in Figure 4 is Cnβ

= ∂Cn/∂β > 0 ,where Cn is the yaw moment oe�ient and β is the sideslip angle. Roll sti�nessdepends both on the derivative Clβ
= ∂Cl/∂β, where Cl is the roll momentoe�ient, and on the angle of attak with respet to the x-axis of an airraft.If α > 0 and Clβ

< 0 the airraft resists rolling and returns to level �ightafter a disturbane, hene, the airraft has positive roll sti�ness. Roll sti�nessis studied brie�y in Paper A. The roll and yaw motion is highly oupled. Forexample, a yaw to the left, leads to an inreased veloity on the right wing. Thisindues more lift on the right wing, whih in turn leads to a roll to the left.Dynami stabilityIn ontrast to stati stability, dynami stability refers to how an airraft reatsto a small disturbane with time. The disturbane an for example be induedby ontrol surfaes or by hanges in atmospheri onditions. The response toa disturbane an be obtained by analysing the linearized equations of motion



Introdution 13for the airraft. Without any ontrol fores, the equations are of the form
ẋ = Ax . (1)Here, x is a state vetor that ontains the lateral or longitudinal state variables.This �rst-order di�erential equation has solutions of the form

x(t) = x0e
λt , (2)where x0 is an eigenvetor that desribes one of the natural modes of the airraft.For example, it is possible to determine the relative amplitude and phase betweendi�erent state variables. The degree of dynami stability for obtaining goodhandling qualities is evaluated by onsidering the damping and frequeny ofthe orresponding omplex eigenvalue λ. The time to double and time to halfas well as the yles to double or yles to half are parameters giving su�ientunderstanding of the handling qualities [8℄.Unsteady aerodynamisUnsteady aerodynami phenomena ontribute to the handling quality of an air-raft. Sudden and undamped response harateristis may our due to ontrolinputs that disturb the airraft from its equilibrium �ight ondition. Espeially,in the transoni �ight regime, a natural mode that is damped and harmless forsubsoni �ow, may beome ritial. One of the �rst observed phenomenon wasthat the highly damped short period mode beame undamped as the maximumspeed of airraft inreased. In some ases the response of the mode even de-veloped too quikly for the pilot to be able to reat [12℄. Suh an undampedresponse inreases the loads drastially, whih if not suppressed, will ause stru-tural failure. To determine the ontribution of unsteady aerodynami deriva-tives to aerodynami loads and moments, is essential to predit the motion ofan airraft and to design ontrol laws. Dynami testing to determine unsteadyderivatives in low speed is today performed for example in the NASA Langley14×22 foot wind tunnel and in the DNW-NWB 2.8×3.25 meter wind tunnelin Braunshweig, Germany. At the Langley faility, fored osillation tests areonduted in the yaw, pith and roll degree of freedom with frequeny up to1 Hz and amplitudes of maximum 30 degrees [13℄. In the DNW-NWB low-speed tunnel, the parallel kinemati Model Positioning Mehanism an produeosillation up to 3 Hz in roll, yaw, pith and all three translational degrees offreedom depending on sting on�guration. Hene, it is a six-degree of freedomonept and the mehanism enables investigation of ombined maneuvers [14℄.For all unsteady experiments, onduting tests on a lightweight airraftmodel is a requirement for being able to estimate unsteady aerodynami fores.



14 G. StenfeltAs the model mass inreases, the inertial fores inrease proportionally, leadingto large measured total fores. The small di�erene in aerodynami fore due tounsteady motion is then di�ult to subtrat from the large inertial fore ap-tured by the measurement equipment. Another reason for keeping the weightas low as possible, is to avoid induing strutural motion of the model supportmehanism. In the DNW-NWB wind tunnel the maximum mass of the modelsused for unsteady testing is 10 kg [15℄. The wind tunnel models used in thisthesis do not exeed a mass of 5 kg. For free �ight testing, dynami saling re-quirements for the mass and inertia properties lead to an espeially hallengingtask when trying to build a small model whih �ts in a wind tunnel [4, 16℄.Free �ight tests have for example been performed in the Langley 14×22 foottunnel or in the Langley Full-Sale Tunnel. For automatially ontrolled air-raft it is important to have suitable instrumentation to enable feedbak ontrolduring suh free �ight experiments. Aelerometers and angular rate gyros to-gether with position sensors are neessary. Position an be measured usingprobes and pressure taps, however, these are dependent on the unsteady �owonditions whih may our at high angles of attak and orretions need tobe made [17℄. Instead an inertial navigation system in ombination with laser-based positioning or vision-aided positioning an be used for free �ight testsin a wind tunnel [18, 19℄. During full-sale �ight testing, position parametersare usually provided using a global positioning system, however, the ability todetermine unsteady derivatives from �ight tests is not straightforward. Correla-tion between ontrol surfaes, in partiular in the lateral degree of freedom, andunommanded motion due to unsteady �ow at high angles of attak need to beonsidered in the analysis [20℄.Further, it is fundamental to orret di�erent sensors for time lags, whihour due to �ltering and sensor dynamis [21℄. Synhronization of for exam-ple position and fore measurements, when fore measurement is the approahto retrieve unsteady derivatives, is essential. To ontinuously trigger di�erentmeasurement systems with the same pulse is one solution. However, this maynot be enough to obtain an aurate synhronization. Di�erenes in the analogto digital onversion methods in eah system or even the sampling method ina system an ause small but signi�ant time delays. In this thesis, time delaysin the pressure measurement system used in Paper B have been investigated. A-urate unsteady position an be measured in many ways, i.e. by a laser distanesensor or by an optial motion apture system. The urrently available unsteadytest equipment in the low-speed wind tunnel L2000 at KTH is desribed in alater setion.



Introdution 15ObjetiveTwo lightweight wind tunnel models are developed to study the aerodynamisand ontrol of a tailless airraft onept. The main objetive is the investigationof ontrol surfae e�etiveness, sine only two trailing edge ontrol surfaesare available on eah wing. Roll and pith an be handled using onventionalontrol surfae de�etions, however, diretional ontrol is ahieved with di�er-ential drag due to the lak of a vertial �n. In Paper A, initial steady stateaerodynamis are presented.In partiular for unonventional airraft, hand-book rules and linear ontroltheory is not assumed to be appliable in the same manner as for onventionalairraft. To be able to design a ontrol system both steady and unsteady aero-dynami data are required. Hene, another objetive is to develop unsteady testmethods in the L2000 faility. For this purpose a wind tunnel model with pres-sure taps is designed and omparison to both steady and unsteady omputationsare performed. The unsteady pressure measurement proedure is explained indetail in Paper B.The fous in Paper C, D and F is on the yaw degree of freedom due to theinterest in the diretional ontrol onept and its e�ieny. First, low angles ofattak and sideslip are studied in Paper C and Paper D. It is shown that the yawmoment response due to a split �ap de�etion is nonlinear and the responsealso depends on the angle of attak. Simulating reovery from out-of-ontrol�ight onditions is the purpose of Paper E and F. Hene, steady aerodynamisare measured for the entire angle of attak range, while for zero angle of attak,unsteady and steady derivatives are retrieved for all sideslip angles. For highangles of attak, longitudinal ontrol is simulated omputationally using theaerodynami database as input, see Paper E. For the yaw degree of freedom adeparture and reovery proedure is performed in the wind tunnel and resultsare presented in Paper F.The wind tunnel modelsTwo tailless airraft models are used for the experimental studies performed inthis thesis. The airraft have been designed and manufatured at the Division ofFlight Dynamis (KTH), where all tests have been performed in the 2×2 meterlow-speed wind tunnel L2000. Both airraft are made of lightweight arbon �beromposite and manufatured using the same molds. One airraft is equippedwith ontrol surfaes, while the other is equipped with pressure taps. Due to thesmall amount of spae inside the models, it would not be suitable to ombineontrol surfaes and pressure taps in one model. In Figure 5 the airraft with



16 G. Stenfelt

Figure 5: Sting mount through tail and fuselage top.ontrol surfaes is shown on two sting setups used for low angle of attakmeasurements. To the right in the �gure, a setup where the airraft an rotatefreely in the yaw degree of freedom an be seen. Steady state measurementsof aerodynami loads and moments are performed on this model using a six-omponent strain gauge balane, whih is mounted inside the airraft. Severalsting setups are used to over the entire angle of attak range as presented inPaper E. The exat �aperon de�etion at wind-on ondition is measured usingoptial positioning and re�etive markers [22℄, sine the desired �ap de�etionis redued by aerodynami hinge moment. Four re�etive markers are attahedto the model to the left in Figure 5. The �aperons are de�eted using servoswhih are ontrolled over Ethernet, hene, the number of ables exiting theairraft is redued. This is of great advantage when the airraft is mounted onthe free rotation yaw sting. During these tests, a rate sensor and a potentiometerwhih measures the yaw angle and yaw rate are mounted to enable feedbakontrol.For investigations onerning steady and unsteady pressure measurements,the model equipped with pressure taps is used. Miniature eletroni pressuresanners are mounted inside the fuselage, hene, all tubing is kept inside themodel. The lower shell of the model shown during manufature and the pressuresanner mounting are depited in Figure 6. Due to the small spae availablelose to the trailing edge and at the wing tips, a spae-e�ient method to attahpressure taps inside the model is used. Detailed information about the loationof pressure taps and about the planform geometry is given in Paper B.Unsteady test equipmentUnsteady measurements are performed using both wind tunnel models. For thepressure model, a fored osillation heaving mehanism is used together withpressure sanning and laser-based position measurement, whih is presented in



Introdution 17

Figure 6: Lower omposite tubing and pressure sanner mounting.Paper B. Frequenies up to 8 Hz an be obtained using a shaker and a maxi-mum amplitude of approximately 5 mm is possible for low frequenies. Thewind tunnel model with �aperons was used to retrieve roll and yaw momentunsteady derivatives, where osillation tests indued by a torsional spring setupwere performed. With this setup amplitudes of one degree are obtained, whilethe frequeny varies depending on the spring. A torsional spring, whih induesa 3 Hz osillation is used in this work and the unsteady roll and yaw momentderivative are determined by performing vibration tests at di�erent free-streamveloities and by identifying oe�ients of a linear model. A similar free-to-roll setup for determining lateral harateristis, however without any springattahed, is desribed in [4℄. In this thesis, the osillations are measured withboth a rate sensor and an aelerometer whih are mounted inside the airraft.The yaw moment derivative with respet to yaw rate, Cnr , is applied in the yawontrol simulations presented in Paper D. The optial positioning system usedfor the previously mentioned �ap de�etion measurements, is very well suitedfor unsteady testing, however, it has only been used for steady state measure-ments in this thesis due to the availability of other simple positioning systems.The optial system is mainly used for aeroelasti testing in the L2000 windtunnel where this kind of non-ontat system is espeially suitable [23℄.Aerodynamis and ontrolTailless airraft have some ommon aerodynami features, whih depend mainlyon the sweep of the wings and on the absene of vertial surfaes. The sweep



18 G. Stenfeltinreases the pith moment generated by an elevator de�etion and ontributesto longitudinal stability [24, 25℄. However, signi�ant angle of attak e�ets areintrodued by the sweep if insu�ient wash-out is applied. Then, stall on theouter part of the wing leads to a nose-up pith moment oe�ient Cm. For theswept-wing blended wing body investigated in [26℄ the nose-up pith moment isproven to be delayed by de�eting a slat on the outboard wing setion. For thetailless airraft in this work, a nose-up pith moment ours at approximately10 degrees angle of attak, see to the left in Figure 7. In Paper C separated �owon the outboard wing is visualized using �uoresent oil.Another typial phenomenon is the presene of vortex �ow on the uppersurfae of the wing at high angles of attak, whih enables lift up to higherangles of attak than for a straight wing. In [13℄ a resembling airraft oneptshows a signi�ant dip prior to the explained harateristi inrease in the pithmoment. The dip in the pith moment is ommented to be an e�et of thevortial �ow topology on the upper surfae of the wing [27℄. For the taillessairraft in this study, suh dip is not obvious in the pith moment shown to theleft in Figure 7. To the right in this �gure, the pressure oe�ient at a span-wiseposition of 0.245 m from the airraft enterline is depited as a funtion ofhord-wise loation. Pressure distributions are shown for three angles of attakand it an be seen that the loal normal fore, i.e. the area between the upperand lower surfae pressure, is inreased drastially for 15 degrees angle of attak.In Paper C, the presene of a vortex is on�rmed already at 11 degrees angle ofattak using oil �ow visualization and a tuft wand [28℄.
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Figure 7: Pith moment harateristis and pressure distribution.For the yaw degree of freedom inertial fores are usually muh larger om-pared to pith and roll, further, the aerodynami damping in yaw is negligibledue to the absene of a vertial tail [24℄. In addition, the tailless airraft inthis study is shown to be unstable for low angles of attak sine Cnβ
< 0.Hene, diretional split �ap ontrol has to overome both the inertial moment



Introdution 19around the yaw axis and handle the diretional negative steady state stability.The latter is shown in Figure 8, where a negative yaw moment Cn1
, is produeddue to positive sideslip. To retain a steady state ondition, this moment has tobe balaned by a positive yaw moment, Cn2

, reated by a split �ap de�etionon the right wing. A maximum split �ap de�etion of 25 degrees is possible,
β̇ = −r = 0

Cn1
+ Cn2

= 0
Cn2

Cn1

V

Figure 8: Steady state yaw moment balane for β > 0.leading to a bound on the maximum possible steady state sideslip. For zerodegrees angle of attak and above approximately 20 degrees sideslip angle, split�ap e�etiveness is lost and the airraft departs. Split �ap e�etiveness is in-vestigated more losely in Paper C, where a nonlinear yaw moment response isfound with respet to split �ap de�etion. From a ontrol law point of view,this is not a desirable response sine a nonlinear ontrol surfae input has to begiven. In Paper D, low sideslip angle automati ontrol is ahieved by assigningthe yaw moment as input instead. Then, the orresponding split �ap de�etionis alulated using oe�ients for the nonlinear funtion, whih are derivedfrom steady state experiments.Yaw departure and reoveryIf the airraft is subjeted to a su�iently large disturbane, it is possible thatthe split �ap e�etiveness is lost and the airraft departs to a large sideslipondition. Departure and reovery is studied using the same sting setup asfor the yaw ontrol investigation. In Paper F, phase plane trajetories are usedto present the experimental results, where the sideslip angle and rate are ofinterest. As the airraft departs, it osillates for some time due to small inertialfores and frition in bearings. Then, one of two equilibrium points is entered,where either one of the wings is pointing towards the �ow in the wind tunnel,see Figure 9. De�eting full split �aps at this position, does not hange theequilibrium point signi�antly, however, a small osillation an be initiated
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V

β = 0◦β ≈ 120◦ β ≈ −120◦Figure 9: Equilibrium positions (left and right) w.r.t. zero sideslip (middle).around the equilibrium by performing alternating split �ap de�etions on theleft and right wing. In this way, the strategy for a dynami reovery is found,sine the osillation amplitude an be inreased by giving the split �ap pulsesat the right time until the airraft reahes zero sideslip. Similarly, for thelongitudinal degree of freedom, elevator e�etiveness may be lost as an airraftenters a high angle of attak equilibrium ondition. Then it is possible to startroking the airraft using elevator de�etion up and down to reover the airraftto low angles of attak. This is a well studied proedure for the double-delta wingairraft J35 Draken, whih features a similar harateristi development of thepith moment with respet to angle of attak [29℄. For the tailless design inthis thesis, a dynami reovery in the longitudinal degree of freedom does notappear to be neessary, sine simulations show that a single elevator pulse anreover the airraft, see Paper E.Disussion and future workThe onept of applying di�erential drag for yaw ontrol is shown to be e�etivefor ontrol in the yaw degree of freedom for the studied tailless airraft onept.This method ould also be of interest for introduing redundany in yaw ontrolfor onventional airraft. Further, the ontrol surfae e�etiveness is shown to besu�ient for applying a dynami reovery strategy to ontrol the tailless airraftat high angles of sideslip in Paper F. The next step an be to inlude ouplinge�ets with the roll degree of freedom and to develop a more robust ontrollaw based on a dynami strategy. The wind tunnel model is now aessibleand straightforward to use, giving the opportunity to ontinue work withinontrol law design for this onept. It ould for example be of interest to designa ontrol law, whih inreases resistane to departure and adapts to ontrolsurfae failure [30, 31℄.



Introdution 21In this thesis both low and high angle of attak wind tunnel tests have beenperformed for a tailless airraft onept, even though, the �ight envelope is farfrom being fully investigated. High angles of attak in ombination with higherthan ±10 degrees sideslip angle should be studied, espeially for angles of attakwhere nonlinearities and signi�ant oupling with roll ours. Limitations insting setups has made experimental investigations of these onditions too timeonsuming to inlude in this thesis. Further, the unsteady test methods fordetermining roll and yaw dependene on roll rate and yaw rate, respetively, anbe onluded to be satisfatory. A test setup for the pith degree of freedomshould be developed and also unsteady testing measuring integrated fores anbe investigated. The work in Paper B has highlighted important aspets to beonsidered when measuring unsteady pressures and ontinued work in this �eldan lead to improved validation of the unsteady potential �ow solver [32℄, whihhas been used for omparison with low angle of attak experiments throughoutthis thesis.
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